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sixpence to gaze at its fat acres from the vantage point
offered by his grey and green
books.
Many of these
Some years ago a gentle publisher
in America,
by
books are really charming
reprints
of the works of
combining the art of literary piracy with seemly typosuch philosophers
as Thoreau and Tolstoy and Emergraphy, created quite a fashion in dainty and pleasing
son, but by far the most interesting
are those newer
little books.
They,
however,
had one inconvenient
little
books
which
are
obviously
the
offspring
of these
fault ; one grows tired of them.
This was due to the
masters’
thoughts.
‘They have a leaning toward refact that they were pretty without
being beautiful.
nunciation.
Their gods are simplicity
and kindliness.
Now beauty in books is the outcome of the balance of
When they approximate
to their masters they do so
taste and utility
between sound materials
and good
in a chaste and subdued manner-as
though they had
workmanship.
Good paper, print,
ink, binding,
put
been
bled.
There
is
something
almost
heroic in their
together
with a sincere wish to produce
a readable
large tolerance-their
“ large and liberal discontent.”
page-incidentally
produces
a beautiful
book.
The
Miss
Honnor
Morten
(“ Things
More Excellent,”
American
publisher
alluded to aimed
at prettiness,
Fifield,
6d.
net),
for
example,
eloquently
strings
tohence these bibliographical
tears.
Mr. S. Wellwood,
a
gether sayings from all sorts of thinkers
and othernew young publisher in the Strand, evidently
uses the
wise from Zarathustra
to William
Watson,
and still
other process, hence this paragraph
appreciatory.
He
believes that “ Pride and ambition
are for those who
has not issued many books, but they are all admirable
prefer personal advancement
to the general good.” One
pieces of typography-especially
those bearing
the
is tempted to believe that, in spite of the fact that her
Press.
I have before
magic imprint of the Chiswick
thoughts
hang between quotation
marks, she has not
me a reprint of William
Harrison‘s
quaint account of
benefited
much
by
her
extensive
reading.
Again, Miss
English Dogs, contributed by
him to "
Holinshed’s
morality
.
Chronicles ” (1577-87).
It isquite
a slight brochure ; Morten condemns some of the Old Testament
This may
because it is Jewish and we are not Jews.
technically a 32 pp. demv 16mo,
inpaper
wrappers,
and
he sound.
But what does she mean by immediately
sold for sixpence.
But its paper, ink, and arrangement
afterwards
dishing up with approval a whole
batch of
of type
make it a thing of beauty. worthy of a place
the sayings of Jesus -was
not he also a Jew?
An examong our best specimens of the printed book.
Mr.
cellent antidote is, however, very suitably provided by
Wellwood is to be congratulated-and
encouraged.
the same publisher
in “ The Reasonable
Life,”
by
Sonnets-Past and Present.
Arnold Bennet. Mr. Bennet’s excellent little book is
In spite of the formal nature of the sonnet it is as really a common sense ‘plea for brains, and is a fine
and,
corrective
for all the nonsense about renunciation
inevitable as life -or,
rather, as the human department
peace. Why, nine-tenths of the people of England posof life.
For one could not imagine the animals writing
Mr. Bennet puts into+
sonnets, even if they had the literary
habit.
They sess nothing worth renouncing.
against the imposwould probably
be rhapsodists,
like Whitman.
The one sentence the whole argument
sibilists--”
Choose what interests you. ” That is the
sonnet is the outcome of man’s capacity for separating
secret-and
as soon as it is recognised
as the only .
himself from nature and his thoughts from one another,
genuine guiding
principle
in life, so soon shall we be
over their lost relationships.
and consciously brooding
able to move along.
But Mr. Bennet errs with the
The sonnet is the poetic- medium of a formal,
fitful,
if he imagines
people will
and introspective
creature.
It is most fitting
that it Simple Life propagandists
They simply can’t.
should have been born in an Italian Garden of a man act in a reasonable way.
who sighed for the love of a lady.
The need for this
form of expression is established
in the persistence
of Blood Red Rubber.
the sonnet.
Since its birth in the Italian Renaissance
(‘Red Rubber.
The Rubber Slave Trade on the Congo.”
Popular Edition.
IS. net. By E. D. Morel. (T. Fisher
it has become indigenous
and perennial in civilisation.
Unwin.>
Mr. Wellwood is publishing. quite a number of volumes
We are glad to see a popular edition of this book.
of sonnets.
The two beside me are a reprint of the
of native races is
almost forgotten sonnets of Hartley
Coleridge ; they The whole question of the treatment
with Imperialism,
and, since Imperialism
is
come as a surprise, for one is rarely prepared to find involved
that so much excellent poetry has been, if not lost, at likely to be the leading issue of British politics for a
least mislaid.
The re-publication
of these poems must long time to come, any vivid light on the native probWe only wish that there were a Mr.
place Hartley Coleridge among the few genuine masters lem is useful.
Morel for every British
territory
containing
coloured
of the sonnet in English.
The other volume contains
men.
It is easy to throw stones at Belgium over the
fifty sonnets under the title ‘Meditata,” by
Walter
it is King
Leopold
who is
Hogg.
The title describes the book well, the poems Congo ; but in reality
primarily
to blame.
We refuse to believe that Belgian
are meditations,
and almost lacking
in that passion
which is the salt of the sonnet, just as it isof other democracy
connives at the Royal crimes.
When the
annexes terripoetry.
Mr. Hogg thinks rather than feels about a head of the State coolly and deliberately
thing.
This will give his verse, as, indeed, it does,
tory, converts
it into a slave-farm,
and pockets the
felicity of expression,
fancy, melody, cleverness--but
profit, the nation is certainly
apathetic
to permit it ;
rarely the thing it most needs-poetry.
but nothing short of a revolution
would be necessary in
order to make the proceeding
impossible.
As for
European
intervention,
there appears to be precious
The Life Impossible and the Life Irrational.
little hope.
While Germany and England are playing
Mr, Fifield is a publisher who has set about supplytheir infatuate
game of bluff, all considerations
of
ing a puzzled and weary age with pocket guides to the humanity,
not to say intelligence,
are ignored.
Sir
Promised Land.
And his persistence in this
endeavour
Edward Grey is no paladin, or he would long ago have
indicates the existence of a numerous body, who,
if
united himself with President Roosevelt and, M. Clemennot exactly willing to enter it, are quite willing to
pay
ceau. Far from such a thing, Sir Edward Grey appears
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John Shakespeare served as the model for Polonius.
Maybe his portrait is painted in King Lear ; maybe
not. We agree with Professor Raleigh that there is
no solid argument against the truth of the deer-stealing legend, but cannot hold with his decisive statement-“
the allusions in the plays bear it out.”
A
few
pages
later
comes
the
amazing
announcement
that
The Discovery of the Future.
“ Elizabethan society is known to us chiefly through his
In Mr. Wells’ hands the bare facts of science and works ” ; surely this was a slip of the pen?
economics blossom like the rose. A tropical wealth of
We have called Professor Raleigh’s book charming,
colour glows in his pages, and we are perpetually being
and it is, despite its faults, charming in its style ;
carried off our balance by his imaginative treatment
charming often in its simple sincerity ; and, above all,
In the present essay, charming more than once in its frank fault finding ;
of even the merest platitudes.
originally
delivered as a lecture before the Royal Init is, indeed, like a breath of cool air in a hothouse to
Institution, and now handsomely published by Mr. Fifield,
find in a critical book on Shakespeare even a hint that
the subject of social prophecy is mock-seriously Con- the poet was a man and not a-demi-god. . The more
sidered. We say mock-seriously because Mr. Wells is
God “ the less Shakespeare he.”
We must not, inGiven the complete
reallv fantastically
over-serious.
deed, be taken to have found fault with the book itdata; no doubt, we might manage to draw a correct
self so much as with the fact that, being unnecessary,
conclusion once or twice in every forty or SO attempts ; it was written at all.
but nobody can pretend that we are as yet more than
There is still room and to spare for a volume on
beginning the collection of data. Catastrophe aside’ Shakespeare, the contents of which should be the facts
(for convenience sake only], what encyclopoedist pro- of his life, briefly set forth ; the legends which are
fesses to know the latent powers of men, still more the
reasonably credible-not
such as that “ when he killed
latent forces of the myriads of man’s social institutions a calf he would do it in high style, and make a
tions? The seductiveness of Mr. Wells’ essay is de- speech ” ! -the
which Professor Raleigh appears inrived purely from the false analogy of logic. Given a clined to accept ! -a study of the town and country
life of Elizabethan days, which, pace Professor Raleigh,
romantic mind, Mr. Herbert Spencer might conceivably
could be accomplished without once referring to Shakehave written just such an essay. On the other hand,
and a short account of the
we entirely agree with Mr. Wells’ insistence on the speare for information,
value of the Future in respect of all our judgments. TO stage and, more useful still, of the public for which
derive authority from the past is the way of the world ; Shakespeare wrote.
One other book, too, would help-a
comparative
but Mr. Wells would have us derive authority and
“ By their fruits ye shall
study of Shakespeare and his rival playwrights.
For
inspiration from the future.
half the nonsense that has been written about him
know them. ”
would have been spared us if he had been studied, not
as one standing by himself, but as the tallest of a fine
(English
" Shakespeare.” By Professor Walter Raleigh.
W. TEIGNMOUTH SHORE.
company.
Men of Letters:
Macmillan. 2s. net.)
Professor Raleigh has written a very charming, but,
Aunt Sally in Australasia.
at any rate, in the English Men of Letters, an entirely
“An Exposure of Socialism.”
By Max Hirsch. "Border
superfluous little book upon Shakespeare. We cannot
Counties Advertiser,” Wrexham.
but think that the editor of the series, no longer Mr.
Socialism has been exposed again. Mr. Max Hirsch,
John Morley, made a mistake in deciding that Shakeof
Australia, has done it in three lectures, delivered
speare should be included ; it is not Professor Raleigh’s
under distinguished Antipodean auspices, and now refault that he has failed, for he was set the impossible
printed for the edification of the British Public.
They
task of dealing with Shakespeare in a manner agreeare rather good lectures.
They read very well, and
able, presumably, with the treatment accorded to others
every now and then come suitable interruptions
by
in this series. The fact is that not sufficient is known
to us of Shakespeare’s life and personality to make it members of the audience, which are printed in fulltogether with Mr. Hirsch’s crushing replies thereto.
possible to write a brief life and study of him that
One envies Mr. Hirsch his interruptors.
It’s the old,
could in any way become a pendant, say, to Sir Leslie
old story. Socialism means rigid equality for all ; no
Stephen’s
Johnson
or
Mark
Pattison’s
Milton.
us not extinguish
“ Every age,” says Professor Raleigh, “ has its own hopes, no fears, and no millinery-let
difficulties in the appreciation of Shakespeare ” : the “ the gleam that was lit on the glorious field of Runnymede
mede. ” Why, then, do I call them good lectures?
difficulty to us of to-day is to see Shakespeare. at all,
so surrounded is he with commentators, critics, and Well, they are quite effective in their own way. True
the doctrines which Mr. Hirsch sets out to attack are
criticasters ; his text is drowned in notes. Of this
fact, for fact it is, Professor Raleigh seems to be the products of his own imagination, but having said
that much we must give him the credit for smashing
dimly aware ; he says that he is fully aware, but surely
and pulverising them in quite brilliant fashion. Besides
he cannot be so or he would not have written this little
one gets tired of abusing books of this sort. They do
volume, which, charming in style as it is, cannot lay
claim to add anything to our knowledge of, and only a us no sort of harm nowadays. Why not treat them, in
few small new conjectures to, the millions already made a friendly spirit for a change ! Here, for example, is
concerning’ what Shakespeare was and what he accom- an excellent syllogism. “ Socialists,” says Mr. Hirsch,
” insist that human beings have no rights whatsoever
plished. “ And swearing he would ne’er conjecture,
which the State must respect. The man who has no
conjectured, ” might have been the motto on the title
rights is a slave.”
Hence, “ Slavery is the essence
page.
of Socialism. ” One might perhaps be tempted to quesThe pages devoted to the Life are commendably brief,
but Professor Raleigh almost persuades us to believe tion the first premise and the logical transition to the
second-but
why upset an otherwise sound argument
him when he calls this a “ half educated age of critical theory, ” by perpetrating himself such a sentence in this captious fashion?
Mr. Hirsch’s strongest point is the killing effect with
as this, speaking of Shakespeare’s character-concernwhich he uses historical illustration.
ing which we do not know anything--”
He could
One example de
say, with Troilus :serves immortality.
The lecturer is engaged in elaborI am as true as truth’s simplicity,
ating another of his deadly syllogistic exposures. First
And simpler than the infancy of truth;
premise : All industry under Socialism will be conand with Autolycus :trolled by State departments -- vide any Socialist work
passim. Second premise : State departments are inHow bless’d are we that are not simple men
variably sluggish in adopting new inventions --vide
This is mere midsummer
madness.
At this rate we
In 1593 a cure for scurvy was discan all pick texts and prove Shakespeare to be in Mrs. Markham.
covered but was not adopted by the British Admiralty
And,
accord with our several conceptions of him.
until 1795. The statement of the conclusions was proindeed, “ the speculation is impious ” that possibly

to pursue a policy which every decent Englishman rerepudiates from the bottom of his heart. We only hope
that “ Red Rubber ” in its present form will circulate
throughout
England and arouse a spirit that in turn
shall stir our Parliamentary codfish from their torpor.
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voked by one of the convenient interruptors; who was
duly crushed by a reference to the mighty name of
Herbert Spencer. It is quite obvious, however, that
what Mr. Hirsch was going to say was that under
Socialism all industrial methods would be 202 years
‘behind the times. Incidentally, the passage is an interesting tribute to the efficiency of State departments
in Australia. Out there they have heard of no instance
-of official sluggishness since the century before last.
Seriously, though, I cannot recommend Mr. Hirsch’s
‘book even to Tory papers in need of anti-Socialist
copy. The misrepresentations are too obvious and too
deliberate,
and the main argument is too Crude for
even a Tariff Reformer to stomach. Roughly, this is
Under Socialism everyone will
Mr. Hirsch’s thesis.
receive the same remuneration whatever work he does
Hence no one will do more
and however he does it.
than he can possibly help, and what is done will be
done so badly that we shall soon be reduced to a state
of universal and unavoidable poverty-universal,
that
is to say, except as regards a small but powerful class
of officials with knouts, who will inevitably crystallise
‘into a hereditary oligarchy with powers and vices
hitherto unknown in the history of the world.
They
are bound to have knouts, because without them they
could induce no one to do any work at all ; and presumably they will use them on men and women alike-The officials will settle how and
for all must work.
If they set a
when every citizen is to live and labour.
man a task in Newcastle, they will naturally draft his
wife to Bristol.
They “ will separate father from
daughter, sweetheart from sweetheart, under the pretence that the condition of production requires it.”
And we Socialists are accused of drawing extravagant pictures of the future ! I shudder at the thought
that perhaps one day Mr. Hirsch may be converted by
Tom Mann, and thenceforward employ his imagination
in writing Socialist Utopias. What a lot of trouble he
CLIFFORD
SHARP.
would give us !

The

Illogical

Priest.

“The Socialist’s Church.” By Stewart D. Headlam. (LaLabour’s
Ideal Series. George Allen. IS.)
It is always a matter for wonder to me that any
*priest, particularly if he be a priest of the Established
Church of this country, can conscientiously label himAfter studying the Bible
self Liberal or Conservative.
and the life of Jesus and pondering over the Sermon on
the Mount, I am amazed that the chosen exponents of
the Faith should be so false to that Faith as to bolster
One can
up a system of monopoly and individualism.
understand a layman being a Conservative or a Liberal,
but how a priest can logically profess such principles
and claim to be a follower of Christ passes the compreAnd
comprehension
of a simple minded Catholic Socialist.
here is Mr. Stewart D. Headlam-who
is one of those
dreadful High. Church priests who get on the nerves
of the Church Association-agreeing
that a priest who
is not a Socialist is an utterly illogical being. He
takes that excellent little Socialist text-book, the Book
of Common Prayer, in his hand and he says, in effect,
to his brother-priests, “ Why don’t You read this book
instead of merely looking at it.”
The crux of the
whole Christian Socialist position is a Christ-like interpretation of the Prayer Book.
Mr. Headlam is very careful to point out that the
Prayer Book is a Socialist document ; a Fabian tract.
He has not, perhaps, laboured the point so thoroughly
as Christian Socialists would have liked, but he has
put it to the priests, who, it is to be hoped, will read
this little book very carefully, in a somewhat elementary
fashion, that their liturgy is purely and simply Socialistic.
The basic principle of Christianity
is the
Fatherhood of God, and an integral part of that principle is the Brotherhood of Man. Mr. Headlam insists
upon this fact.
He declares that the Sacrament of
Baptism is the great Sacrament of equality. whereby every child is declared to be a child of God. He
tells us- that the Eucharist itself is a great levelling
Sacrament, whereby all men approach the Almighty
in the same fashion, drinking from a common cup,
eating of the same bread. He quotes the Magnificat,
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with its insistence upon the love of God for the poor
and His contempt for riches. He might have added
that the note of common brotherhood is sounded in
the very first words of Matins and Evensong-“
Dearly
Beloved Brethren. ‘ These are not isolated examples.
The Prayer Book is full of the doctrine of the Brotherhood of Man. The prayer beginning “ Our Father
Who art in heaven ” is said at least twice in each of
the Church’s services, thus laying special emphasis on
the fact that God is the common Father of us all.
Now, in any well-regulated family, the father distributes his bounty in equal measure to all his children. A man who gave all his gifts to one of his
children, leaving the others giftless, who over-fed one
child and did not feed the others at all, who allowed
one child to play whilst he compelled the others to work
hard to provide it with playthings, such a father would
be regarded as unfit for his high office.
Yet the
average Christian is content to believe that God distributes His gifts with a sense of partiality which would
be considered abominable and unnatural in an earthly
Now, what would be abominable in a man
father.
must be infinitely more abominable in God. The fact
that twelve million people in these islands alone are
always on the verge of starvation must either be a
thing repugnant to God or God is not the Father of
His people. It is not a bit of good preaching contentment with their lot to the poor, promising them
You cannot bribe away the
untold bliss hereafter.
cynicism of hungry men by ecstatic visions of pearly
gates and golden harps, nor can wasted bodies and
warped minds be regarded as visible signs of God’s
love. Either these things are signs of God’s hatred
of man or God hates the conditions of life which make
such things possible. He cannot be the Father of the
people and their Persecutor at the same time. Why
should God wait until we are dead before He makes
us co-sharers in happiness? I am not concerned with
the superstitions with which Christians have surrounded
the person of God. Mr. Headlam disposes of Balaam
and his ass and Jonah and the preposterous whale sufficiently well-indeed,
I was surprised to find that he
considered it necessary to deny that these things ever
happened, although I was agreeably amazed to find
him courageous enough to declare that St. John and
St. Paul were not infallible.
I pass these superstitions
over. What we Socialists are concerned with only
is the Fatherhood of God and the impossibility of rereconciling present-day conditions of life with that Fatherhood.
Whether men like the Bishop of Birmingham and
Mr. Headlam and Father Adderley and Percy Dearmer
and Conrad Noel and the. priests of the Community of
the Resurrection will ever bring about a complete understanding of the spirit of Christianity
is a point which
will not be decided in our generation ; but it is good
to know that some of them are trying to bring about
the Kingdom of God on earth.
ST. JOHN G. ERVINE.
" Britain’s Hope.” By Julie Sutter. IS. 6d. net. (London :
James Clarke.)
We are afraid that Miss Sutter, who is of German
descent, does not understand the rules of the game in
English politics.
This is an open letter to Mr. John
Burns, the President of the Local Government Board,
which asks him in the name of common sense to immediately take the necessary steps for abolishing child
labour and the employment of women. Miss Sutter
says that the supreme duty of a Cabinet Minister is
to see that the citizens of this State are sound in body
and mind. She says that this, of course, means that
Mr. Burns and his colleagues in the Government will
at once organise training colleges for the Young and
the unfit ; and, without a moment’s delay, find work
for those unemployed men who are tossed on one side
by private employers when they no longer can make a
five per cent. dividend out of their labour.
Then there
must be national insurance against sickness, accidents,
and old age ; vigorous medical inspection in schools :
cheap transport by a revival of our canal system : and
various other methods of reform which are so forcibly
described that their urgency will be at once appreciated
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by any educated person. But to write in this way to
a member of an English Cabinet, elected solely to
guard the welfare of the aforesaid five per cent, people,
Miss Sutter must unwell-it’s
really not quite fair.
derstand that it is not the business of Mr. Burns to
obey the laws of commonsense. When this authoress,
brimming over with enthusiasm, writes to him : “ Your
ideal is before you beckoning you on-the
re-making
of the people, your own kith and kin,” then one realises
that even a successful statesman may have his painful
As a most readable statement, amongst
moments.
other things, of the main outlines of German industrial
why, oh,
organisation, this book is very welcome-but
why, was it sent out to the world in this appalling
G. R. S. T.
binding of many hues and letterings.
" The Compensation Act, 1906.” By Clement Edwards. M.P.,
Barrister-at-Law. (London : Chatto and Windus.
As a guide for the layman, unversed in the trickery
of the law, this is a really admirable book on a subject
which now closely concerns almost every member of
the community, either as employer or employed. The
former law of Workman’s Compensation was confined
to certain kinds of workmen and certain kinds of accidents ; but this Act of 1906, which comes into force
on July I of this year, extends it to all contracts of
employment except a few classes which are specially
exempted, such as policemen, outworkers, and nonmanual employments where the salary is over £250.
It is therefore necessary that all ordinary citizens should
know the law on this subject. Mr. Edwards has the
--,.,1,
of discussing just
those points which
may cause
way that
and
he
puts
his
matter
in
such
a
uncertainty,
And for those who want
it makes really good reading.
hard law without good literature, he prints the Act
G.R.S.T.
itself at the end of his book.
By Godfrey Blount.
" The Rustic Rennaissance.”
Simple Life Series, No. 21. A. C. Fifield, 44, Fleet
Street, E.C.)
When I read this book I found nothing to differ
with.
On the other hand, I feel no wiser for having
read it, as I had met it all before in Ruskin, Morris,
And so I began wondering
Tolstoy, and Carpenter.
In this respect Mr.
why the book had been written.
Blount appears to have miscalculated the temper of
the age, which, I believe, -is much more sympathetic
The world is coming
with his views than he imagines.
to this way of thinking largely by the experience of
hard facts. Many are yearning for the good old days,
but they don’t exactly know how to get back there.
The simple life to-day, strange to say, demands a priI would
vate income, and we have not all got one.
suggest to Mr. Blount, therefore, that instead of spending his time in tilting against the present system, he
should devote his energies to carefully thinking out
how the changes he and many more of us desire are
to be brought about ; in a word, I mean I should like
It
to see him develop a little more political sagacity.
is the possession of this faculty, I am inclined to think,
which, more than anything else, differentiates many
of us who take part in actual politics from the advocates
A. J. P.
of the Simple Life.
"Modern
Thraldom: A New Social Gospel.” By Dr. W.
Wells, Gardner, Darton and Co., Ltd..
Hampson.
IS. 6d. net.)
We are told that Charles Fourier spent the morning
of every day for some years waiting for the capitalist
who would provide the funds for the organisation of
The capitalist never arrived
society into phalansteries.
It is to be hoped
and society was not re-organised.
that Dr. Hampson will not waste a similar amount of
time seeking for the millionaires he requires to finance
the “ Land and Labour League,” which is to lead
the people into the promised land of this book. The
book, however, is full of mis-statements and misconceptions as to the nature of Socialism, which are both
For instance : “ The systems of
ancient and amusing.
Socialists and so-called Radicals,” we are told, “ would
lead to our being drilled through every detail of life
Existmore unceasingly than Germans are drilled.
ence would be one long submission to schoolmaster
and taskmaster. ” Comment is unnecessary ; and it
l\IldLk
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is worth noting that the writer is continually confusing
Socialists with Radicals
“ so-called Radicals.”
“ Modern Thraldom ” is disappointing,
for Dr.
Hampson states the social problem fairly clearly.
His.
remedy is what is at fault.
Socialists may deserve all
the scorn the Doctor pours upon them, but they, at
any rate, are not so ingenuous as to think that such
crude palliatives as a law forbidding the letting of
houses or land, the refusal of the State to recognise
loans or interest, the prohibition of alien immigration,
and protective tariffs (all of which are included in thenew gospel), would bring about Utopia or anything
like it. In spite of much talk about “ going to the
root,” Dr. Hampson keeps well on the surface.
S. C. H.

King Leopold”
soliloquy.
A Satire.
By MARK TWAIN.
With
a Preface by E. D. MOREL.
Cloth,
1s. 6d. net ; paper cover, IS. net ; postage,
qd. extra.

Red

Rubber.

The Story of the Rubber Slave Trade on
the Congo.
By E. D. MOREL.
New
and Cheap
p Edition.
Paper cover, Is.
net; post free, IS. 4d.
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READY.

FIRST LESSONSIN
STORYWRITING.
By

BARRY

PAIN.

“ This little book is intended to be of some practical are to beginners,’
Mr. Pain writes. bbFor some years as a publisher’s reader as an editor
and as a reviewer, I had to deal with the early work of people who wished
to write stories. . . . Quite a large percentage were from writers of ability
who were failing from ignorance, from mist en ideas of what was wanted
in a story writer, or from vulgar aims inspired perhaps by a study of success
ful charlatans. . .
One does not say that anybody can be taught to write
stories. but there are many who might with profit be shown right ways o
working.”
2/6

net, 2/9 post free.

Published by the LITERARY CORRESPONDENCE
COLLEGE,
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LITERATURE
AND
JOURNALISM.
Many who know that they can write, and write forcibly and well, fall to
utilise their knowledge and talentto their advantagee owing to lack of train.
Such writers should consult the LITERARY COR &SP~NDE~ICE
COLLEGE, whose lessons are planned by a novelist whose name is world-
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